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Abstract
Given a simple polygon P with n vertices and a starting point s on its boundary, the watchman
route problem asks for a shortest route in P through s such that each point in the interior of
the polygon can be seen from at least one point along the route. In this paper, we present a
simple, linear-time algorithm for computing a watchman route of length at most
√
2 times that
of the shortest watchman route. The best known algorithm for computing the shortest watchman
route through s takes O(n4) time. In addition, it is too complicated to be suitable in practice.
Moreover, our approximation scheme can be applied to the zookeeper’s problem, which is a
variant of the watchman route problem.
? 2003 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
Motivated by the relations to the well-known Art Gallery and Traveling Salesperson
problems, much attention has been devoted to the problem of computing the shortest
watchman route in a simple polygon P such that each interior point of P is visible
from at least one point along the route [6,15,17–19]. (Point p∈P sees point q∈P if
P contains the segment pq.) Recently, an O(n4) time dynamic programming algorithm
was presented to solve the problem in the case where a starting point s on the polygon
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boundary is given [19], 1 and an O(n5) time algorithm was developed for the case
where no starting point is speciFed [17]. On the other hand, an approximation solution
guaranteed to be at most 14( + 4) ≈ 99:98 times longer than the shortest watchman
route (without giving any starting point) has been reported in [3].
A variant of the watchman problem, called the zookeeper’s problem, is also studied
[2,7,11,13,16]. Given a simple polygon (the zoo) P with a set P of disjoint convex
polygons (the cages) inside it, each sharing one edge with P, the zookeeper’s problem
asks for the shortest route in P that touches at least one point of the boundary of each
cage in P. (Note that a zookeeper’s route cannot enter the interior of any cage.) The
best known algorithms for computing a shortest zookeeper’s route with and without a
starting point take O(n log n) time [2] and O(n2) time [16], respectively. There is also
a 6-approximation for the shortest zookeeper’s route [13].
All known exact algorithms for the watchman route and zookeeper’s problems make
use of the unfolding technique, which unfolds a polygon or the polygon triangulation
by re>ecting it on some line segments in the polygon O(n) times. These algorithms
are not only complicated but also far from practical. If the input coordinates have L
bits of precision, then the output has O(nL) bits [11]. Hence, such algorithms do not
work well in practice.
In this paper, we propose a simple approximation scheme for computing watchman
routes in simple polygons. It is well-known that the watchman route problem can be
reduced in linear time to that of computing the shortest route which visits a set of
line segments in the polygon P [1,8]. The main observation made in this paper is that
beginning with the point s, we can select a collection of important points, each on a line
segment, such that the shortest route connecting them gives a watchman route and the
chosen points on the segments are guaranteed to be to the left of the points visited by
the shortest watchman route. This allows us to develop a
√
2-approximation algorithm
with O(n) running time. Moreover, our approximation scheme can be used to compute
a zookeeper’s route of length at most
√
2 times that of the shortest zookeeper’s route.
We regard simplicity and eJciency as the main virtues of our algorithms. Our ap-
proximation method is not only much faster than the best exact algorithms, but also
vastly simpler because it requires only the computation of shortest paths in the poly-
gon P. Our results also give a signiFcant improvement on the previous approximation
factors, and the techniques we employ in this paper can probably be used for approx-
imating other kind of routes as well.
2. The reection principle and its approximation
The previously known watchman route and zookeeper’s algorithms primarily make
use of the re>ection principle. If a and b are two points on the same side of a line L,
then the shortest path visiting a, L and b in that order, denoted by S(a; L; b), follows the
1 There is a fatal error in the time analysis of several early watchman route algorithms, which is Fnally
Fxed in [19] by introducing a dynamic programming approach to the incremental watchman route algorithm
presented in [18].
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Fig. 1. The re>ection principle and its approximation.
re>ection principle, i.e., the incoming angle of S(a; L; b) with L is equal to the outgoing
angle of S(a; L; b) with L. The re>ection point on L can be found by re>ecting b across
L to get its image b′, and then reporting the intersection point of L with the segment
ab′. See Fig. 1a. Let L(a) denote the point of L nearest to a (Fig. 1a). Clearly, the
path consisting of the line segments aL(a) and L(a)b, denoted by S ′(a; L; b), is a
good approximation of the path S(a; L; b). Note that three points a, L(a) and b′ form
an obtuse-angled triangle (Fig. 1a). The following lemma tells us that the length of
S ′(a; L; b) is at most
√
2 times that of S(a; L; b).
Lemma 1. For an obtuse-angled triangle, the sum of lengths of two shorter edges is
smaller than or equal to
√
2 times the length of the longest edge.
Proof. For an obtuse-angled triangle, we draw a semicircle using the longest edge
as the diameter. Extending a shorter edge to the boundary of the semicircle, we can
obtain a right-angled triangle that encloses the obtuse-angled triangle. The lemma is
then proved by noticing that the sum of lengths of two shorter edges of a right-angled
triangle is the maximum when two acute angles are =4.
More generally, we can Fnd the shortest path from a to b that visits a line segment
l, and denote it by S(a; l; b) (Fig. 1b). Let l(a) denote the point of the line segment
l nearest to a (Fig. 1b), and S ′(a; l; b) the path consisting of two segments al(a) and
l(a)b. Also, S ′(a; l; b) is a
√
2-approximation of S(a; l; b) (Fig. 1b).
3. Approximating the shortest watchman route
3.1. Basic de:nitions
We deFne notation for the rest of this paper; much of our notation is borrowed from
[18,19]. Let P be a simple polygon (having no holes) and s a point on the boundary
of P. We assume that P is given by the sequence of its vertices in the clockwise order
from s. A vertex is re;ex if its internal angle is greater than . Polygon P can be
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Fig. 2. Visibility cuts and essential cuts.
partitioned into two pieces by a “cut” C that starts at a re>ex vertex v and extends
an edge incident to v until it Frst hits the boundary. The piece of P containing s and
including C itself is called the essential piece of C. We denote by P(C) the essential
piece of C. The cut C is said to be a visibility cut if it produces a convex angle (¡)
at v in P(C). See Fig. 2a for an example. (Some re>ex vertices may not contribute to
any visibility cut.) The cut C can be described by a pair of points (l; r), where l is
the left endpoint of C that is Frst visited in the clockwise scan of the boundary of P
starting at s, and r is the right endpoint of C.
If there is not any visibility cut in P, then the interior of P can be seen s and we
are done. Otherwise, a watchman route should visit all visibility cuts to see the corners
of P which cannot be seen from s directly. (We have assumed that any two points
on a line segment in P are mutually visible [6].) We say cut Cj dominates cut Ci
if P(Cj) contains P(Ci) (Fig. 2b). Clearly, if Cj dominates Ci, any route that visits
Cj will automatically visit Ci. A cut is called the essential cut if it is not dominated
by any other cuts. The watchman route problem is then reduced to that of Fnding the
shortest route intersecting or visiting all essential cuts [6,18]. In the rest of this paper,
we will consider only essential cuts.
An essential cut may intersect with some others and is thus divided into several
segments spanning between consecutive intersection points. We call these segments
the fragments of a cut. We say fragment f (resp. point p) dominates cut C if f
(resp. p) is not contained in P(C) or f∈C (resp. p∈C). We also say fragment f
dominates fragment g if f dominates the cut to which g belongs.
A set of fragments is called the watchman fragment set if the cuts dominated by
the fragments give the whole set of essential cuts and no one is dominated by any
other fragments. It is then easy to see that any route that visits all fragments of a
watchman fragment set is a watchman route. With respect to a watchman fragment set,
we distinguish a fragment as an active or inactive fragment according to whether it
belongs to the fragment set or not. A cut is active if it contains an active fragment.
Otherwise, it is inactive.
Given a watchman fragment set, we can compute the optimum watchman route
visiting all fragments in the set by repeatedly applying the re>ection principle [6]. First,
the non-essential pieces of all active essential cuts are removed (since the optimum
watchman route never enters them) and the resulting polygon P′ is triangulated. The
active fragments are then used as mirrors to “unfold” the triangulation of P′ in the
order they appear in the boundary of P′. The problem is now reduced to that of Fnding
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Fig. 3. The unfolding method.
the shortest path from s to the point s′ in the unfolded polygon, where s′ is obtained
by re>ecting s across the last active fragment. The optimum watchman route is Fnally
obtained by folding back the shortest path. See Fig. 3 for an example. Note that the
watchman route computed by the unfolding method is optimum only with respect to
the given fragment set. (It is thus possible to shorten the length of the current route
by changing the watchman fragment set. In [19], a dynamic programming algorithm
is given to Fnd the “best” watchman fragment set so that the shortest watchman route
can be computed.)
If a watchman route R comes into an active cut C at some point and then re>ects
on C and goes away from that point, we say that R makes a re;ection contact with
the cut C [18,19]. See Fig. 3 for some examples. We refer the incoming (outgoing)
angle of route R with respect to cut C to the angle between C and the segment of
R coming into (moving away from) C when one follows R in the clockwise direc-
tion. The re>ection is perfect if the incoming angle of route R with cut C is equal
to the outgoing angle. A watchman route R is said to be adjustable on a cut C if it
re>ects on C and the re>ection point of R on C can be moved to get a shorter watch-
man route. In this case, the incoming angle of R with C is not equal to the outgoing
angle, and the adjustable direction of R on C is deFned as the one from the larger
angle to the smaller one. If a watchman route is adjustable on one active cut only, we
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call it a one-place-adjustable route. (The route shown in Fig. 3 is adjustable only on
cut C1.)
Before closing this section, we give a linear time algorithm for computing the set of
essential cuts. Constructing the cuts with standard ray shooting algorithm would yield
a time bound of O(n log n), since each shot requires O(log n) time [5]. In [8], Das et
al. studied the LR-visibility problem for simple polygons. A polygon P is LR-visible if
there are two points s, t on the boundary of P such that each point on the boundary
chain from s to t is visible from some point of the chain from t to s and vice versa.
They gave an O(n) time algorithm for computing all essential cuts (which are termed
as the non-redundant components in their paper), if the part concerning for the early
termination, which is designed specially for the case in which P is not LR-visible, is
deleted from their algorithm (see Section 4.1 of [8]). Their algorithm does not assume
any starting point on P.
Lemma 2. Given a simple polygon P and a starting point s on the boundary of P,
the set of essential cuts de:ned in P can be computed in O(n) time.
Proof. The linear time algorithm can simply be obtained by making two slight modi-
Fcations on Das et al.’s algorithm (see Section 4.1 of [8]). First, we consider the point
s as their initial point x0, and delete the part concerning for the early termination.
Second, a component is taken into consideration only when its cut is a visibility cut
with respect to the starting point s. (It can also be done after all cuts are computed
using Das et al.’s algorithm.) Since whether or not a cut is the visibility cut can be
veriFed in constant time [8], the lemma follows.
3.2. The approximation algorithm
The idea of our algorithm is to repeatedly apply the approximation scheme designed
for the re>ection principle to some chosen cuts. The main observation made is that we
can select some cuts so that the re>ection points of our approximation route on the
chosen cuts are guaranteed to be to the left of those of the shortest watchman route.
This will allow us to give the approximation factor
√
2.
Suppose that the number of essential cuts is m and C1; C2; : : : ; Cm give the sequence
of essential cuts indexed in the clockwise order of their left endpoints, starting at s.
Let s = s0 = sm+1. Also, let the edge containing s be the cuts C0 and Cm+1, and the
polygon P the essential pieces P(C0) and P(Cm+1). Given a point p in the polygon
P(C), we deFne the image of point p on cut C as the point of C that is closest to p
in P(C).
We now describe our approximation algorithm. First, compute the images of s0 on
the cuts in the polygon P(C0). Let s1 denote the image of s0 on C1, s2 the image of
s0 on C2 and so on. The computation of s0’s images is terminated when the image
si+1 not dominating the cuts C1; C2; : : : ; Ci before it is found (Fig. 4). Then, we select
a critical image from s1; s2; : : : ; si as follows. If there exists such an image sh (h¡ i)
that the image of sh on Ci+1, which is computed in P(Ch), dominates Ch+1; : : : ; Ci, we
take the image sh (h¡ i) of the smallest index h (e.g, the image s1 in Fig. 4b) as
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Fig. 4. Critical images and routes Ropt , Rappr .
the critical image. Otherwise, we take si (e.g., the image s2 in Fig. 4a) as the critical
image.
Let sk denote the chosen critical image. The images of sk on the cuts after it are then
computed in the polygon P(Ck). Again, the computation of sk ’s images is terminated
when the image sj+1 not dominating the cuts Ck+1; Ck+2; : : : ; Cj is found, and then we
Fnd the next critical image from sk+1; : : : ; sj. This procedure is repeatedly performed
until the image sm on Cm is computed. In Fig. 4a, the images s0 (=s5), s2, s3 and s4
are critical. (Since sm+1 is identical to s0, it is omitted in our Fgures.) See also Fig.
4b for another example.
Let Rappr denote the route which is the concatenation of the shortest paths between
every pair of adjacent critical images si and sj (06 i¡ j6m+ 1). Since the critical
images collectively dominate all essential cuts, Rappr is a watchman route (Fig. 4).
Obviously, Rappr re>ects on the cuts on which critical images are deFned. We take the
route Rappr as our approximation solution.
Lemma 3. The watchman route Rappr can be computed in O(n) time.
Proof. First, compute the set of essential cuts in the polygon P (Lemma 2), and then
triangulate P using the linear-time algorithm [4]. To eJciently compute the Frst group
of images s1; : : : ; si, derived from s0, we Fgure out a polygon P1. Let LS1 (RS1) denote
the smallest union of the triangles, which contains the shortest path from s0 to the
left (right) endpoint of C1. We deFne the polygon P1 as the region enclosed by
the non-essential piece of C1, LS1 and RS1. Clearly, LS1, RS1 and P1 can be found in
the time linear to their sizes.
The Frst group of images s1; : : : ; si can be computed as follows. Find the shortest
paths from s0 to two endpoints of C1. These two paths share parts of their length;
at some vertex v they part and proceed separately to their destinations. The region
bounded by C1 and the shortest paths from v to two endpoints of C1 is usually called
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a funnel [10]. One funnel path always turns left and the other turns right. Within the
found funnel, we can simply compute the shortest paths from s0 to the intersection
points of C1 with other cuts in the increasing order of indices. By maintaining the part
of the current cut Cl dominating all previous cuts, which is mainly determined by the
intersection point of C1 and Cl, we can Fnd the image of s0 on Cl and report whether
or not all previous cuts are dominated by sl in constant time. Thus, the time taken to
compute the images s1; : : : ; si is thus linear to the size of P1 [9]. By considering the
image of the point sj (16 j6 i) on Ci+1 in the decreasing order of indices, we can
Fnd the Frst critical image sk analogously.
The next group of images can be found by considering sk as the new starting point,
and the portion of Ci+1 contained in P(Ck) as the cut C1. In this way, all critical
images can be found. The sum of sizes of all used polygons Pl is linear to n, because
a triangle appears at most three times in these polygons [6]. It completes the proof.
Let C0 = C0;C1;C2; : : : ;Ck ;Ck+1 = Cm+1 denote the sequence of the cuts on which
critical images are deFned. (It is thus possible that there may exist some other essential
cuts between Ci and Ci+1.) For simplicity, we still use si (06 i6 k +1) to represent
the critical image on Ci. A route Ri;j from an image si to the other sj (i = j) is called
a partial watchman route if it lies in P(Cj) and visits all the cuts between Ci and
Cj, including those cuts on which no critical images are deFned. (Generally, a partial
watchman route is not a closed curve but a path.) The route Ri;j is orientated from si
to sj. Note that two routes Ri;j, Rj; i are diOerent in the sense that Ri;j (resp. Rj; i) may
not lie in the polygon P(Ci) (resp. P(Cj)).
We are now ready to give the main result of this paper. In the following, we denote
by |xy| the length of a line segment xy, and |Z | the length of a route Z .
Lemma 4. Let Ropt denote the shortest watchman route through s. If Ropt re;ects on
the cut Ci, then the critical image si on Ci is to the left of the re;ection point of Ropt
on Ci (i.e., si is closer to the left endpoint of Ci than the re;ection point of Ropt).
Proof. Observe Frst that the lemma is true if and only if there is such a one-place-
adjustable route that it is adjustable on Ci at si and its adjustable direction is rightward.
We will use these two claims alternately. Our proof is by induction on the number k
of critical images, excluding s0 and sk+1. For k =1, the lemma is trivially true, as the
route Rappr is exactly the same as Ropt.
For k = 2, consider Frst the route that concatenates two shortest partial watchman
routes R0;1 and R3;1. Clearly, the considered route is adjustable only on C1 at s1.
Suppose that the adjustable direction of the route on C1 is leftward. Then the incoming
angle of the route on C1 is smaller than the outgoing direction, and is thus smaller
than =2. It contradicts with the fact that s1 is the image of s0. Hence, the adjustable
direction of the (one-place-adjustable) route on C1 is rightward.
Next, we show that s2 is to the left of the re>ection point of Ropt on C2, if Ropt
re>ects on C2. Without loss of generality, assume that the shortest partial watchman
route Ri; i+1 is just the segment sisi+1 (i = 0; 1; 2). (The situation where Ri; i+1 is not
a segment, i.e., it touches the boundary of polygon P, can similarly be dealt with by
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Fig. 5. Illustration for the proof of Lemma 4.
considering the last segment of Ri; i+1.) The shortest partial watchman route R0;2 re>ects
on at least one cut; otherwise, C1 would not be visited by R0;2. Assume that the route
R0;2 re>ects on cut C1. (The case where R0;2 re>ects on the other cut, on which the
critical image is not deFned, can be dealt with analogously.) Consider Frst the situation
where the segment s1s2 is perpendicular to C2. In Fig. 5a, the point s′0 is obtained by
re>ecting s0 across C1, and a (a′) is the point on the line through s1s2 such that the
angle “s0as2 (“s′0a
′s2) is =2. Let  denote the (acute) angle between s1s2 and the
last segment of the route R0;2, and  the angle between s1s2 and s0s2. If the segment
s0s1 is perpendicular to cut C1, then triangle s0s1a is congruent with triangle s′0s1a′ ,
and thus |s0a|= |s′0a′| (Fig. 5a). Since tan()= |s
′
0a
′|
|s2a′| ; tan( )=
|s0a|
|s2a| and |s2a′|¿ |s2a|, we
have ¡ . Hence, the route concatenating two shortest partial watchman routes R0;2
and R3;2 is adjustable only on C2 at s2, with the rightward direction. If s1 is the left
endpoint of C1, i.e., the angle between s0s1 and C1 is smaller than =2, it follows from
the above discussion that |s′0a′|¡ |s0a| in this case. Again, we have ¡ , and thus
the route concatenating two shortest partial watchman routes R0;2 and R3;2 is adjustable
only on C2 at s2, with the rightward direction. (If s1 is the right endpoint of C1, then
the angle between s0s1 and C1 is larger than =2; otherwise, s1 cannot be the image
of s0. This is a trivial case, as the route Ropt has to coincide with the shortest partial
watchman route R0;1.)
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Consider now the situation where the segment s1s2 is not perpendicular to cut C2.
In this case, s2 has to be the intersection point of C1 and C2 (remember that s2 lies
in P(C1)). See Fig. 5b for an example. If the shortest partial watchman route R0;2 is
just the shortest path between s0 and s2, then the incoming angle of route R0;2 with
C2 is larger than =2. (An example can be found in Fig. 5b, if the cut C′1 is ignored.)
Hence, s2 is to the left of the re>ection point of Ropt on C2, if Ropt re>ects on C2. The
shortest partial watchman route R0;2 may re>ect on a cut, say, C′1, before C1. In this
case, draw a line that is perpendicular to cut C2 and passes through s2. The image of
s0 on C′1 has to be to the left of the intersection point of C
′
1 with that line (Fig. 5b);
otherwise, instead of s1 (and s2), the image of s0 on C′1 (and its image on C2) should
be critical. Consider the route consisting of two shortest partial watchman routes R0;2
and R3;2. Similarly, let  and  denote the angles formed by this one-place-adjustable
route with the line perpendicular to C2 and through s2, and let s′0 denote the point
obtained by re>ecting s0 across C1, and a (a′) the point on the line perpendicular to
C2 such that the angle “s0as2 (“s′0a
′s2) is =2 (Fig. 5b). Since |s′0a′|¡ |s0a|, we
also have ¡ . Therefore, s2 is to the left of the re>ection point of Ropt on C2, if
Ropt re>ects on C2.
For k¿ 3, as done above, the Frst critical image s1 can be shown to be to the left
of the re>ection point of Ropt on C1, if Ropt re>ects on C1. Consider the last critical
image sk . Let  (resp.  ) denote the angle between Ck and the last segment of the
shortest partial watchman route R1; k (resp. R0; k), and ′ (resp.  ′) the angle between
Ck and the Frst segment of the shortest path from sk to s0 (resp. from sk to s1). See
Fig. 5c. Since the images are computed in the clockwise order, we have  ¿  and
 ′¿ ′. If we consider s1 as the starting point, ignoring s0, the number of critical
images is k − 1. So the induction hypothesis can apply to the route consisting of the
shortest partial watchman route R1; k and the shortest path from sk to s1. It then follows
that ¿  ′. Therefore,  ¿ ′, and sk is to the left of the re>ection point of Ropt on
Ck , if Ropt re>ects on Ck .
Finally, we show that si (1¡i¡k) is to the left of the re>ection point of Ropt
on Ci, if Ropt re>ects on Ci. Let "1 (resp. "2) denote the angle between Ci and the
last segment of the shortest partial watchman route R0; i (resp. Rk+1; i). See Fig. 5d.
Consider the route that concatenates R0; i and the shortest path from si to s0. Let "3
denote the outgoing angle of this one-place-adjustable route with Ci. Applying the in-
duction hypothesis, we have "1¿ "3. On the other hand, the last segment of Rk+1; i
has to lie in between Ci and the Frst segment of the shortest path from si to s0
(Fig. 5d). Hence, "3¿ "2, and thus "1¿ "2. So si is to the left of the re>ection
point of route Ropt on Ci, if Ropt re>ects on Ci. This completes the
proof.
Lemma 5. For any instance of the watchman route problem, |Rappr|6
√
2|Ropt|.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 4 that routes Ropt and Rappr have at least one intersection
point before each critical image. Let t1 and t2 denote two intersection points of routes
Ropt and Rappr immediately before the critical images si and si+1 (16 i6 k) along
the route Rappr, respectively. See Fig. 6. (Note that t1 and t2 may be s0 and sk+1,
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respectively.) Let Ropt(t1; t2) and Rappr(t1; t2) denote the parts of routes Ropt and Rappr
from t1 to t2, respectively. Clearly, if we can show that |Rappr(t1; t2)|6
√
2|Ropt(t1; t2)|,
then the lemma follows.
Case 1: The route Ropt(t1; t2) re;ects on Ci. Assume Frst that the route Rappr(t1; t2)
does not touch the boundary of the polygon P. Let t′2 denote the point obtained by
re>ecting t2 across Ci. Since the incoming angle of route Rappr(t1; t2) with cut Ci is
either equal to =2 or smaller than =2 (in this case the image si should be the left
endpoint of Ci), the angle “t1sit′2 is larger than =2. See Fig. 6a for an example.
(Some more examples can be obtained from Fig. 4.) It then follows from Lemma 1
that |t1si|+ |sit′2|6
√
2|t1t′2|. Since |Rappr(t1; t2)|= |t1si|+ |sit′2| and |t1t′2|6 |Ropt(t1; t2)|,
we have |Rappr(t1; t2)|6
√
2|Ropt(t1; t2)|.
Consider the situation in which Rappr(t1; t2) touches the boundary of P. It follows
from Lemma 4 that if the shortest path between si and si+1 wraps around some re>ex
vertices of P (i.e., the path makes left turns at these vertices when one follows it in the
clockwise direction), all the points shared by the route Rappr(t1; t2) and the boundary of
P are also visited by the route Ropt(t1; t2). The situation we need to consider is that the
shortest path between si and si−1 wraps around some re>ex vertices of P. Let r denote
the last re>ex vertex of P touched by the shortest path between si−1 and si. If t1 = r,
then as shown above, |Rappr(t1; t2)|6
√
2|Ropt(t1; t2)|. Otherwise, we extend the segment
rsi until the foot of the perpendicular to the extension and through t1 is reached. See
Fig. 6b–6c. (It can always be done, as si is invisible from t1 because of the existence
of vertex r.) Let R′(t1; t2) denote the route which consists of route Rappr(t1; t2), the
extended segment along sir and the segment connecting t1 with the extended endpoint
(Fig. 6b–6c). Since the extended segment along sir intersects with route Ropt(t1; t2),
we have |R′(t1; t2)|6
√
2|Ropt(t1; t2)|. Furthermore, since the part of Rappr(t1; t2) from
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t1 to r, which is a convex chain, is enclosed by the same part of R′(t1; t2), we have
|Rappr(t1; t2)|6 |R′(t1; t2)| [12]. Hence, |Rappr(t1; t2)|6
√
2|Ropt(t1; t2)|.
Case 2: The route Ropt(t1; t2) does not re;ect on cut Ci. In this case, Ropt(t1; t2)
re>ects on a cut Cj such that the active fragment of Cj dominates Ci, and Rappr(t1; t2)
re>ects on Ci such that the active fragment of Ci dominates Cj. See Fig. 6d. (Note
that the image si is to the left of the re>ection point of Ropt(t1; t2) on Cj.) Since
Ropt(t1; t2) goes across cut Ci, we consider a shorter “route” R′(t1; t2), which con-
sists of two shortest paths from the Frst intersection point of Ropt(t1; t2) with Ci to
t1 and t2. (Note that R′(t1; t2) is not a partial watchman route, as Cj is not vis-
ited by it.) Clearly, |Rappr(t1; t2)|6
√
2|R′(t1; t2)|¡
√
2|Ropt(t1; t2)|. This completes the
proof.
The following result immediately follows from Lemmas 3 and 5.
Theorem 1. For any instance of the watchman route problem, |Rappr|6
√
2|Ropt|.
Moreover, Rappr can be found in O(n) time.
4. Approximating the shortest zookeeper’s route
We extend our result obtained in the previous section to the zookeeper’s problem.
Let P1; : : : ; Pm denote the cages indexed in a clockwise scan of the boundary of the zoo
P, starting at the point s. All edges of a cage Pi except the attachment form the inner
boundary. We will simply write the boundary of Pi to represent the inner boundary of
Pi. We call the vertex of Pi, which lies on the boundary of P and is Frst visited by
a clockwise scan starting at s, the left endpoint of the boundary of Pi, and the other
vertex of Pi on P the right endpoint of the boundary of Pi.
Let s = s0 = sm+1. DiOering from the essential cuts deFned in the previous section,
all cages in P are disjoint. So we can simply Fnd the point s1 on the boundary of
P1 that is closest to s0 in the interior of zoo P (i.e. P −P), and the point s2 on the
boundary of P2 that is closest to s1, and so on. The point si+1 is also called the image
of si on the boundary of Pi+1. Putting the shortest paths between si and si+1 for all i,
06 i6m, gives a zookeeper’s route Rappr.
Lemma 6. Let Ropt denote the shortest zookeeper’s route through s. The image si
on the boundary of Pi is to the left of the leftmost point of the route Ropt on the
boundary of Pi.
Proof. As done in the proof of Lemma 4, we can Fnd a zookeeper’s route such that
it is adjustable only on Pi at si and its adjustable direction points toward the right
endpoint of Pi. Hence, the lemma follows.
Theorem 2. For any instance of the zookeeper’s problem, |Rappr|6
√
2|Ropt|.
Moreover, the route Rappr can be found in O(n) time.
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Proof. Let t1 and t2 denote the intersection points of Ropt and Rappr immediately be-
fore si and si+1 along the route Rappr, respectively. By considering the boundary of
Pi as a cut, our proof of |Rappr(t1; t2)|6
√
2|Ropt(t1; t2)| is almost the same as the
proof of Lemma 5, except for the following two situations. The route Rappr(t1; t2) may
wrap around the boundary of Pi. If we consider the boundary of Pi as a part of
the boundary of P, then it looks like the situation shown in Fig. 6b–6c, and thus
|Rappr(t1; t2)|6
√
2|Ropt(t1; t2)|. It is also possible that Ropt(t1; t2) and Rappr(t1; t2) re>ect
on diOerent edges of Pi. Clearly, it can be handled as done for the situation shown in
Fig. 6d. Again, we have |Rappr(t1; t2)|6
√
2|Ropt(t1; t2)|.
As done in the proof of Lemma 3, the image si can be computed by considering
the shortest paths from the image si−1 to two extreme endpoints of cage Pi. The time
taken to compute all images as well as the route Rappr is O(n).
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposes a simple approximation scheme for computing watch-
man routes in simple polygons. Our approximation algorithm produces in O(n) time
a watchman route of length at most
√
2 times that of the shortest watchman route. It
can also be used to compute a zookeeper’s route of length at most
√
2 times that of
the shortest zookeeper’s route. Our results improve upon the previous approximation
factors [3,13]. An interesting work is to remove the assumption that a starting point is
given, while keeping the approximation factor
√
2 unchanged. We are working in this
direction.
In the case where there are holes in the given polygon, the watchman route problem
has been shown to be NP-hard [6]. An O(log n)-approximation algorithm for computing
watchman routes in orthogonal polygons with holes has been reported in [14]; the time
complexity of this algorithm is O(n9). The development of an O(1)-approximation
algorithm for the general watchman route problem remains as a challenging open
problem.
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